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Solar Orbiter and the Polarimetric and Helioseismic Imager

I Solar Orbiter: Orbits the Sun between 1 AU and 0.28 AU,
with an inclination from ecliptic: up to 33◦ (extended mission).

I SO/PHI: Imaging spectropolarimeter at the FeI 617.3 nm absorption line.
Two optical paths: FDT (2◦) and HRT (0.28◦, 100 km/pix at 0.28AU).
Extensive on-board processing: science data reduction,
instrument characterisation and operational calibration. See [3].

I Full on-board data reduction:
24 raw images (6×λ, 4×Pol)→ 5 physical quantities (~B, vLOS, T ),
by applying the on-board created calibration data and inverting the RTE.

SO orbits. SO/PHI flight model O-unit.

Data processing pipelines

I Functions: science data reduction,
instrument characterisation and
operational parameter calculation.

I Autnomy: little interaction with
pipeline due to long
command-response turnaround and
limited TM/TC volume.

I Available hardware: 2 reconfigurable
FPGAs to accelerate image
processing, 1 System Controller GPU
for control and back-up
implementation.

I Requirements: science ready datasets
as result, flexible pipelines, fixed point
arithmetics (where possible).

Science data processing of SO/PHI.

Metadata System

Title Text

On-board & on ground 
- Did the processing steps 

succeed? 

Metadata

Processing environment 
- What parameters should we use 
for the processing of this dataset?

Data acquisition 
- What are the  

instrument settings?

On-board 
- What are the basic dataset 

parameters?  
(detector area, binning, 

number of images, scaling) 
- Which calibration data to 

use with the dataset? 

On ground 
- What were the on-board data 

processing steps? 
- What is the accuracy of the 

dataset? 
- Is this scientific discovery real or 

instrument artefact? 
- What is the source of problems?

On-board processing 
- What has been done? 

- How did the basic dataset 
parameters change?

Ground command 
- Otherwise  

decided parameters
OR

Calibration window 
- Calculated values

Planning 
- Planned dataset ID-s

AND

Metadata sources and usage.

Example metadata collection

Implementation details of dark field correction module, one of the

pipeline blocks executed during science data processing.

Operation entries in the metadata, collected during the run of dark field correction. (Excerpt.)

Example metadata based error search

Top: expected, usual results for the pipeline. Bottom: obtained final results, clearly wrong at the

first look. An incorrect demodulation matrix has been used on the dataset (can happen due to

planning or operator error).

UDP entries during the pipeline run. (Excerpt.) The highlighted return values are warnings for

NaN-s produced in the dataset during the operation (a usual case), and for demodulation matrix

mismatch due to different feed select mechanism positions (i.e. it is for the other optical path).
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